Bullet-Time Book: Augmentation of Visual Information in Figures by Bullet-Time Video Display
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a method to extend the visual information of books using multi-viewpoint video presentation technology. We capture a book with a camera, from which included figures or photographs in the image are recognized using image features. Based on the recognition result, a bullet-time image registered in the database is searched and displayed. The proposed method makes it possible to observe bullet-time video using a figure in the book as the search key. Bullet-time video enhances a book’s visual information because it presents 3D information that is difficult to express in a 2D image, and the viewer can freely determine the observation viewpoint.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of video media technology, book media expression and browsing methods have diversified. Conventional magazines and books consist mainly of text and images; however, electronic books, such as audiobooks and eBooks, can achieve advanced expressions and browsing methods using multimedia information that would be difficult for paper media. In addition, methods of presenting visual information, such as free-viewpoint video and bullet-time video, are being actively researched and developed. Bullet-time video is a method of presenting 3D information based on motion parallax by placing a plurality of cameras around a subject and observing while switching the multi-view video. Introducing bullet-time video for expressing and displaying the pictures and figures in books produces a novel visual experience by expressing 3D information that is difficult to express with a 2D image.

QR code is a well-known method for linking articles of books with multimedia information. By scanning the QR code, it is easy to acquire a link to the multimedia information embedded in the code; however, printing the QR marker impairs the design of the book. Using a figure or picture printed in the book as link information to the multimedia information solves this problem. For example, in MagicBook [1], corresponding link information is detected using captured images of AR (augmented reality) markers on books, thus enabling AR presentation.

In this research, we use image features to recognize figures and pictures contained in images taken of books, and search and reproduce the bullet-time video registered in the database using the results. This method makes it possible to observe bullet-time video with the book’s figure as the search key without keyboard input, thus enhancing the book’s visual information.

RELATED WORK
There has been considerable progress in information retrieval using image recognition processing and its application system. Maruyama et al. [2] performed object recognition processing using the image feature amount (SURF) and a color histogram for images taken of food, and provided recipe recommendation applications based on the results. Mensink and van Gemert [3] identified the author, type, material, and age of artwork with the recognition process using the SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) feature. Xiong and Ding [10] developed a method to detect generic objects using a single query image without a training process by densely computed SIFT descriptors to extract “gradient distribution” features of the image.

Other research aims to expand the visual information of books. Dünser et al. proposed a method of visualizing physical phenomena such as magnetic fields using AR presentation. AR text has been confirmed to increase student concentration as compared to the use of physics textbooks [6]. Vinumol et al. [7] succeeded in enhancing the concentration of students with learning disabilities by presenting images, moving images, and sounds via AR. Grasset et al. [8] are developing children’s AR picture books. In this paper, we propose a bullet-time book (BT-Book) that expresses 3D information that is difficult to express with 2D images using bullet-time video presentation to extend the visual information of books and improve browsability.

VISUAL AUGMENTATION OF BOOK BY BULLET-TIME
As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed BT-Book consists of a computer (tablet terminal) equipped with a touch panel interface and a book. We recognize figures and photographs included in the image of the book using the image feature, search the bullet-time video registered in the database using the recognition result, and finally reproduce it on the tablet terminal.

BOOK IMAGE SHOOTING AND RECOGNITION
Shooting and Preprocessing
Shooting: In this research, we used Microsoft Surface Pro 4 as the tablet terminal. The Surface Pro 4 has an 8-megapixel rear-camera and 5-megapixel front-camera. For our study, we shoot a 1920 pixels x 1080 pixels image using the rear-camera and save the image after resizing to 0.25 times to reduce the computation cost of recognition processing. An example of a captured image is shown in Fig. 2 (a).

Preprocessing: Preprocessing detects a rectangular region from the saved image. First, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), a target frame region (shown as a broken line rectangle in Fig. 2 (a)) set on the interface screen is cut out (first cutout processing). Next, rectangle detection processing is applied to Fig. 2 (b), and the detected region shown in Fig. 2 (c) is cut out (second cutout). At this time, binarization processing is applied to Fig. 2 (b) by the local threshold method, thereby improving extraction precision. The success or failure of the second cutout is determined by the outline shape and the size of the cutout region. When the second cutout has failed, Fig. 2 (b) proceeds to recognition processing as a rectangular region.

BT-Book consists of four processes of "shooting," "preprocessing," "recognition," and "browsing." First, the user captures a book image (Step 1). In preprocessing, rectangle region detection is performed on the captured image and a target figure region of recognition processing is specified. In recognition processing, image features of the target region are detected using AKAZE (Accelerated-KAZE) [9], and the corresponding bullet-time video is recognized by matching processing with the image features of registered images (Step 2). When the recognition processing is successful, the bullet-time video is called up. If recognition fails, we return to the shooting state (Step 3). The bullet-time video presentation is executed by Kitamura et al.'s multi-touch interface browsing method (Step 4) [5].
number of feature points determined to match between the captured image and the image registered in the database, and outputs the database with the largest number as the recognition result.

**BULLET-TIME VIDEO GENERATION**

To capture multiple images for generating the bullet-time video, a plurality of cameras is arranged around the subject to perform synchronous shooting. In this method, 4K-resolution (3840 pixels x 2160 pixels) images are shot at 30 frames per second. Camera parameters necessary for reconfiguring the viewer’s focus point are estimated using Structure from Motion (SfM). We employed an open library VisualSFM in this research.

When a bullet-time video is shown on a tablet device’s monitor, the user can select a focus point by touching any point on the screen. The 3D position is then calculated by applying stereo vision to the other multi-view images. The user can change the observing viewpoint by switching the displayed multi-view image. Figure 3 shows some examples of generated bullet-time video. Our method provides users with high visibility of the target scene.

**BT-BOOK INTERFACE**

**Interface design**

The BT-Book interface, which includes a browse-start button (Button 1), a browse-end button (Button 2), a message box, and a presentation screen (entire window), is shown in Fig. 4. A quadrilateral frame to be used in the clipping process of the figure region is superimposed on the presentation screen. When shooting a book, the user is instructed to fit the target (figure or photograph of the book) within the frame.

**Flow of BT-Book browsing**

When the browsing system is activated, a shooting screen as shown in Fig. 5 is displayed on the tablet screen. If the browse-start button is pushed, recognition processing begins after shooting and preprocessing. Thereafter, during the recognition process, a waiting screen is displayed. When the recognition work is successful, the message window closes and the corresponding bullet-time video is retrieved from the database. If recognition fails, the system returns to the shooting screen and urges recapture.

Figure 6 shows an example of scenes using the BT-Book. The user can three dimensionally observe the photo in the document by using bullet-time video.
CONCLUSION
In this research, we proposed a method to extend the visual information of books using multi-viewpoint video presentation technology. By implementing a bullet-time video browsing interface using a touch panel, we created a browsing method that enables intuitive viewpoint switching operation with 3D information representation that is difficult to express with 2D images.
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